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Despite having significantly lower ARPUs than European and US operators, Indian
mobile players exhibit similar or higher EBITDA margins compared with their
western peers. Indian operators have managed to boost mobile penetration and
usage without sacrificing margins by employing a number of cost-optimization
levers such as network and IT outsourcing, encouraging customers to use self-
service and maintaining low subscriber acquisition and retention costs. Indian
operators also offer low-denomination, high-margin recharge vouchers and
“lifetime validity” schemes to attract low income pre-paid subscribers and increase
overall mobile adoption and usage. Further, large Indian operators have set up
national backbones to avoid paying carriage charges for long distance traffic and
they also encourage subscribers to make more on-net calls through attractive
pricing. These initiatives have boosted the EBITDA margins of large Indian mobile
operators to around 40%, respectable in any geography. Operators in emerging
markets can try to replicate the Indian model to drive profitable growth, whereas
operators in developed markets can adopt some of the cost-optimization
initiatives of Indian mobile operators to reduce CAPEX and OPEX, and 
enhance margins.
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“Despite lower ARPUs
than European and US
operators, Indian mobile 
players exhibit similar
or higher EBITDA
margins”
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The Indian mobile market is one of the fastest growing markets in the world, with
an average of more than 6 million subscribers added per month since June 2006
and an astonishing 8.3 million mobile subscribers added in August 2007.1

Moreover, only around 18% of India’s population of over 1.1 billion were mobile
subscribers in August 2007 (see Figure 1).2 This clearly indicates that there is
huge growth potential and operators are trying to increase mobile penetration by
offering mobile services at prices affordable to low income segments and rolling
out their network to rural areas that currently do not have mobile coverage.

Due to efforts made by Indian mobile operators to drive adoption and usage of
mobile services, India has very low per minute call charges (around 2 cents for
outgoing calls) and ARPUs3 (around €7). Despite such low values for revenue
drivers, major Indian mobile operators such as Bharti Airtel and Reliance exhibit
high EBITDA4 margins of around 40%.5

2 Introduction

Figure 1: Mobile Subscribers in India, in Millions
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Source: Capgemini TME Strategy Lab analysis. Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI).

1 Capgemini TME Strategy Lab analysis. Telecom Regulatory Authority of India Monthly Reports on Mobile Subscriber Growth in
India.     2 Capgemini TME Strategy Lab analysis. Telecom Regulatory Authority of India Monthly Reports on Mobile Subscriber
Growth in India.      3 Average Revenue Per User.     4 Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization.     5 Annual
and Quarterly Reports of Bharti Airtel and Reliance Communications.     



Their profitability is on par, or even better, than some of their European and US
peers with much higher ARPUs (see Figure 2).6 Close scrutiny can help identify
factors driving the success of Indian operators.

In this study, the Capgemini TME Strategy Lab examines the drivers behind the
high profitability of Indian mobile networks in a low ARPU environment. We
also identify key lessons that mobile operators in other geographies can use to
boost their profitability.
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Figure 2: ARPUs (€€) and EBITDA margins (%) of Selected Indian, European and US
Mobile Operators
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Source: Capgemini TME Strategy Lab analysis. Company Annual and Quarterly Reports. CSFB, “European Telecoms 2007”,
2007. Baird Equity Research Reports on AT&T, Sprint and Alltel.

6 The average EBITDA margin of European mobile operators is around 36% (Source: CSFB, “European Telecom 2007”, March
2007).
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Margins of mobile players in India have been boosted by their ability to stimulate
adoption without sacrificing profitability. Indian mobile operators have also taken
a number of initiatives to reduce costs including outsourcing of network and IT
operations, leveraging economies of scale, sharing of infrastructure, encouraging
customer self-support and controlling subscriber acquisition costs.

Stimulating Adoption by Offering Cost-effective Pre-paid Schemes
In India, more than 85% of subscribers use pre-paid services7 due to their desire
to control their average monthly spends. Additionally, operators have introduced
“life-time validity8” pre-paid subscriptions at INR 500 (€8.7) and low value
recharges at prices as low as INR 10 (€0.17) to stimulate adoption and usage
among the large number of low income earning population. Lifetime validity
packages help to lock-in a customer and offer a possible uplift of ARPUs when
their mobile usage increases. These initiatives have been very effective as
suggested by the growth in subscriber additions.

Pre-paid schemes have helped Indian mobile operators not only add subscribers
but also boost profitability as the small value recharges have been priced to offer
greater margins than higher value pre-paid recharges (see Figure 3). 

3 Initiatives of Indian
Mobile Operators to
Boost Profitability 

Figure 3: Impact of Micro Pre-paid Recharges9 on EBITDA margin per Subscriber
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Source: Capgemini TME Strategy Lab analysis. Morgan Stanley, “India Telecommunications 2007”, January 2007. 
€1 = 56.764 INR [Pre-paid figures total 101% due to rounding up] 

7 Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI), “The Indian Telecom Services Performance Indicators January – March 2007”, July
2007.      8 “Lifetime validity” are pre-paid schemes that allow subscribers to receive free incoming calls for the entire duration of
the license period of telecom operators (typically spanning 15 to 20 years), by paying an upfront fee which was earlier INR c1000 
(€17) and is now INR c500 (€8.7). However, customers have to recharge their subscriptions every six months using at least the
lowest denomination available in the market, typically INR c10. denomination available in the market, typically INR c10.   
9  Comparisons are based on the more popular pre-paid and micro pre-paid offers.        
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A major reason for the higher margins on micro pre-paid recharges is that the
effective outgoing call rate per minute can be higher by around 80% to around
140%10 compared with ordinary pre-paid recharges, due to higher administrative
expenses charged by operators. Since interconnect costs per call are the same for
normal and micro-prepaid, this significantly increases margins on outgoing calls.
Moreover, operators typically design micro-prepaid as consisting of outgoing talk-
time only and therefore, interconnect expenses payable for incoming calls are not
attributed to micro pre-paid recharges. The savings on interconnect costs pushes
up the margins on micro pre-paid recharges significantly. Additionally, micro
recharges can be arranged by SMS which is more cost effective than voucher-
based or e-voucher-based coupons, which also reduces distribution costs.

Outsourcing of Network and IT Functions
A number of Indian mobile operators have outsourced the development and
maintenance of their network and IT systems to large global players such as
Ericsson, Nokia Siemens, Alcatel-Lucent, Motorola and IBM. Bharti Airtel
pioneered the concept of large scale network and IT outsourcing deals (see Figure
4) and now many Indian operators, including Vodafone Essar and Idea Cellular,
have followed suit.

Further, by placing large-sized network deployment and maintenance orders with
equipment vendors themselves, Indian operators are able to leverage the purchase
volume to influence market prices downwards. This, coupled with network
outsourcing deals, lowers their capital expenditures and also the maintenance
required, which is typically payable as a percentage of the total capex incurred. 

According to Capgemini TME Strategy  Lab estimates,11 network outsourcing can
help operators reduce their OPEX by around 15% and outsourcing of IT services
can reduce IT expenditure by around 30%.12

Figure 4: List of Bharti Airtel’s Outsourcing Partners
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Sources: Capgemini TME Strategy Lab analysis. Bharti Airtel’s Annual Report FY2007. Digital Life, “Indian telecoms firm
outsources abroad”, 3 July 2007. Indian Express, “Bharti Airtel places record $2 billion order with Ericsson”, 19 July 2007.
The Economic Times, “Nokia bags 900 mn dlr Airtel network deal”, 4 July 2007.  Dataquest, “Bharti’s Outsourcing
Innovation”, September 2005. The Times of India, “Telecom outsourcing gathers momentum”, 24 April 2007. The Economic
Times, “Bharti, Ericsson set to ink $1.5 bn deal”, 10 July 2007. Rediff.com, “Bharti, Ericsson in $400m network outsourcing
deal”, 10 February 2004. 

10  Morgan Stanley, “India Telecommunications 2007”, January 2007.     11 Capgemini TME Strategy Lab, “Network Outsourcing”,
October 2007.     12 Hindustan Times, “Accenture, EDS eye Rel Comm’s $500 mn contract”, 6 August 2007.            

“A number of Indian mobile
operators have outsourced
the development and
maintenance of their
network and IT systems to
large global players”
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13 Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI), “Infrastructure Sharing in Telecom Networks – Indian Perspective”, 2007.
14 Capgemini TME Strategy Lab analysis. The Economic Times, “Cellcos to share infrastructure, network”, 12 April 2007.
15 TRAI: Telecom Regulatory Authority of India.      16 Note: Active infrastructure includes antenna systems, cables, filters,
spectrum and transmission system.     17 Reliance Communications, “Annual Report FY2007”, 2007.     18 Bharti Airtel,
“Annual Report FY2007”, 2007.

Sharing of Passive Infrastructure
Indian mobile operators have also started sharing passive infrastructure such as
physical sites, towers, buildings, shelters, air-conditioning equipment, diesel
electric generators and battery backup with each other. This reduces the CAPEX
and OPEX expenditures for an individual operator as they get divided among
multiple players. It is estimated that about 25% of the more than 100,000 cellular
towers in India are currently being shared.13 Cost benefits from passive
infrastructure sharing agreements are estimated to be up to around 30% of capital
and operational expenditures.14

Additionally, large operators such as Bharti Airtel, Reliance, Idea Cellular and Tata
Teleservices have either carved out or are planning to carve out their tower
businesses into independent tower companies and share passive infrastructure
with other operators. This would be a “win-win” situation as larger players with
large passive assets would benefit from additional revenues and smaller players
would benefit from reduced expansion costs for nationwide coverage.

Further, the Indian telecom regulator TRAI15 may soon allow the sharing of active
infrastructure16 among operators. Since the running costs of active infrastructure
are around 1.5 times those of passive infrastructure, the sharing of active
infrastructure is expected to further reduce the OPEX costs of mobile operators
significantly.

Maintaining Lean Operations
Indian mobile operators have focused on maintaining a lean operating model to
keep their costs low. In India, most mobile operators have only a few company
owned outlets in each city for showcasing and selling their products and services.
Nonetheless, operators have built large distribution chains spanning the length
and breadth of India by leveraging a large number of third-party distribution
outlets including small “mom-and-pop” retail stores to sell SIM-cards and
recharges. For instance, Reliance, has only around 1,650 company owned and
operated stores across 700 cities in India, but has over 300,000 retail outlets
selling pre-paid recharges.17 Similarly, Bharti Airtel has around 1,000 company-
owned shops and 1,500 franchise stores, but over 400,000 retail distribution
outlets.18 This helps reduce CAPEX and OPEX, without compromising
distribution reach.

Encouraging Customer Self-service
Further, Indian operators have also benefited through a high proportion of pre-
paid subscribers (greater than 85%) as they generate lower customer support
costs, low billing and collection costs, no revenue leakages or bad debts, and
higher margins per call.

Indian mobile operators encourage their pre-paid subscribers to use self-service
routines, directly accessible via the customer’s mobile handset, for transactions
such as periodic recharges, balance and validity enquiries. For instance, a
subscriber can dial a short-code to receive a free SMS containing the balance
amount. Additionally, Indian mobile operators also allow their pre-paid customers
to renew their subscription by making payments online, through bank ATMs
(Automated Teller Machines) or through simple SMS instructions after they have
linked their bank accounts with the mobile subscriptions. 

“Indian mobile operators
have focused on
maintaining a lean
operating model to keep
their costs low” 
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19 Note: Most major operators in India use GSM technology to offer mobile services. The key GSM-based Indian mobile operators
include Bharti, Vodafone Essar (earlier Hutchison Essar), Idea Cellular and BSNL. The key CDMA-based operators are Reliance and
Tata Teleservices. GSM-based and CDMA-based players have around 75% and 25% market share respectively.       20 HSBC,
“Reliance Communication”, May 2007.       21 HSBC, “Reliance Communication”, May 2007.       22 SaharaSamay.com, “Reliance
launches handset @ Rs 777”, 2 May 2007.  Indiatimes News Network, “Reliance handsets @ Rs 777”, 2 May 2007.     
23  Company Website.   

“Indian mobile operators
have tried to eliminate
handset subsidies
altogether and
succeeded in 
keeping SARCs low”

Other operators also offer similar self-service facilities, which not only increase
customer convenience but also help in reducing calls made to customer contact
centers as well as the sales commission and distribution costs associated with
selling pre-paid recharge vouchers.

Keeping Low Subscriber Acquisition and Retention Costs
Subscriber acquisition and retention costs (SARC) comprise handset subsidies,
channel commissions as well as marketing and promotional expenses. In
developed markets, handset subsidies can comprise as much as one-third of
subscriber acquisition costs. However, Indian mobile operators have tried to
eliminate handset subsidies altogether and succeeded in keeping SARCs low. 

Indian GSM-based operators,19 which account for around 75% of mobile
subscribers, do not offer handsets with their services. GSM mobile consumers
purchase mobile phones separately in both pre-paid and contract segments.
Therefore, the SARCs of GSM-based operators do not include handset subsidies,
leading to substantial OPEX savings.

On the other hand, Indian CDMA-based operators such as Reliance and Tata
Teleservices earlier used to offer mobile connections bundled with handsets, with
a subsidy of €5.5-6.8 per handset.20 The subsidy was necessary to offset the price
differential between GSM and CDMA handsets.21 However, these operators have
now leveraged their economies of scale and started sourcing large volumes of
made-to-order, low-cost handsets from China and Taiwan using contract
manufacturing.22 For instance, Reliance currently offers monochrome handsets for
as low as INR 777 (€13.50) and color handsets for INR 844 (€14.70).23 These
phones have helped CDMA-based operators to drive penetration and have also
helped to reduce handset subsidies to the extent that they are now almost eliminated.
This has, in turn, also helped CDMA-based operators to reduce their SARC.

Encouraging On-net Traffic Through Vertical Integration and
Attractive Tariff Plans
Players such as Bharti Airtel and Reliance not only have large market shares but
also have vertically-integrated operations that allow them to carry long-distance
traffic over their own national networks. Moreover, they also have equity stakes in
under-sea cables that carry international traffic. As a result, larger operators do not
have to pay carriage charges for long-distance calls.

Further, large operators also encourage subscribers to make on-net long distance
calls by offering cheap call rates. For instance, Reliance’s “1INDIA” schemes for
contract and high value pre-paid subscribers offer local and long distance calls at
only INR 0.40 (€0.01) per minute, representing savings of around 60% over other
tariff plans. This drives up their on-net calls, which coupled with their vertically
integrated operations, reduces their interconnect costs and thereby increases their
margins.
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In conclusion, Indian mobile operators have planned to achieve low-cost
operations, in terms of infrastructure and services, right from the outset due to
low market ARPUs. Operators in emerging markets can similarly adopt these
practices to drive large-scale adoption of mobile services and also keep their
OPEX and CAPEX on a tight leash. 

On the other hand, operators in Western Europe and the US created high cost
models in line with their high ARPUs and margins. However, competition and
declining prices are likely to place pressure on these operators to optimize their
costs and work towards developing India-like cost models. In fact, some operators
have already made steps in this direction. For instance, Vodafone has recently
announced network sharing agreements in Spain and the UK to reduce the long-
term cost of network ownership.24 Further, Vodafone has also announced plans to
outsource its IT application development and maintenance activities with a target
of achieving cost savings of around 25% over four years.25 Other operators in
Europe and the US can similarly take the lessons from Indian operators and
employ levers such as network and IT outsourcing, infrastructure sharing, lean
operations and reduce subscriber acquisition and retention costs to enhance 
their margins.

24 Vodafone FY2007 Annual Report.     25 Vodafone FY2007 Annual Report.
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